There is currently a strong interest in utilizing PCMs to overcome the notorious difficulty of coherent measurements across large apertures at radiofrequencies, with important applications in imaging and sensing for security screening, medical diagnosis and humancomputer interaction. Such approaches rely on multiplexing spatially encoded information across a random sequence of PCM coding patterns for single-port singlefrequency acquisition. Here, it is shown that a judiciously tailored rather than random coding sequence is necessary to unlock the full potential of PCMs for analog multiplexing.
The multiplexing of information carried by waves as the waves interact with a complex material (e.g., a multiply-scattering layer, a chaotic cavity, a multi-mode fiber) is a phenomenon underpinning crucial applications like communication, imaging and energy transfer [1] . Across disciplines, initial wave engineering efforts sought to compensate this information scrambling by shaping the waves incident on the medium. Examples include time-reversal focusing pioneered in acoustics [2] , beam-forming for wireless communication at radiofrequencies [3] , and wave-front shaping in the optical domain [4, 5] . Later, it became clear that a material's complexity offers wave manipulation possibilities beyond those available in homogeneous media, leading to applications in which materials causing wave scrambling are introduced on purpose. For instance, sub-wavelength focusing in optics [6] , multi-speaker listening in acoustics [7] and computational microwave imaging [8, 9] are all enabled by deliberately harnessing a complex medium's property to scramble waves in a seemingly arbitrary manner.
Computational microwave imagers leverage a special case of information scrambling: multiplexing of spatial information with spectral measurement diversity -see Figure 1a .
Waves carrying spatially encoded information about the scene are scrambled by a complex medium and the resulting field is probed at a single position at multiple independent frequencies.
This circumvents the need for coherent measurements across large apertures which are notoriously difficult at radiofrequencies. The underlying mechanism is the complete mixing of degrees of freedom (DoF) in complex media irrespective of their nature (e.g., spatial, spectral, polarization) which had previously been evidenced in demonstrations of temporal focusing using spatial DoF and vice versa [10] [11] [12] [13] . The frequency diversity of pioneering materials and devices used for multiplexing in the context of computational microwave imaging relied on metamaterial apertures [8, 14] or chaotic cavities [9, 15, 16] with small spectral correlation lengths.
More recently, the use of engineered disordered materials rather than just seemingly arbitrary complex media is emerging in wave engineering. The disorder can be engineered either from scratch [17, 18] or through the addition of a tuning mechanism to an initially random medium [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . In the microwave domain, the latter was enabled largely through the emergence of tunable metasurfaces. These artificially engineered ultrathin structures can control electromagnetic wave fronts in a reconfigurable manner and are known as "tunable impedance surfaces" [24] , "programmable coding metasurfaces" [25] , or "spatial microwave modulators" [26] .
Combining the tunable-metasurface concept with the complexity of a chaotic cavity yields what we refer to as "programmable coding metacavity" (PCM) in this work: by partially covering the cavity walls with a reconfigurable reflect-array metasurface as shown in Figure 1b , the cavity boundary conditions become programmable, thereby offering large control over the cavity wave field [26, 27] . Since a sequence of random PCM coding patterns results in a series of mutually distinct fields inside the PCM, the notion of programmable-coding (PC) measurement diversity can be introduced. This novel type of DoF enabled a refinement of computational microwave imaging toward single-port single-frequency operation by multiplexing spatial information across a sequence of random PCM coding patterns [28] -see Figure 1a . However, to date the deployment of PCMs has yet to reap all the benefits offered by the device's programmability. Rather than solely generating a random channel matrix, the PCM can serve as intelligent platform to custom-tailor the channel matrix properties through a judiciously chosen coding sequence. In particular, this is possible without additional hardware cost or any speed penalty during operation, the programmability being an intrinsic feature of the PCM.
In this work, we report an experimental study of custom-tailoring the space-to-PC channel matrix in a PCM through an optimized coding sequence, considering for concreteness the example of analog multiplexing of spatial information across PCM states. This specific scenario is relevant to computational imaging as well as other microwave sensing and metrology applications such as antenna-array characterization. To match key performance metrics of a channel matrix constructed from a tailored PCM coding sequence, one would have to use a significantly longer random PCM coding sequence, entailing longer acquisition times, higher power consumption and a larger processing burden. The underlying framework, however, is more general and can be applied to a number of other desirable channel matrix properties in other contexts [29] that can impact future wave engineering efforts.
In analog multiplexing, the overarching goal is to minimize the reconstruction error of the incoming spatial information. To formalize the concept, let us turn to the usual matrix
where the channel matrix links the incoming spatially encoded pieces of information entering the PCM, , to the outgoing measurements with PC diversity through which information is extracted, . denotes the measurement noise vector. As illustrated in Figure   1a , it is important to note that in such a channel matrix each row is part of a different system's scattering matrix S -unlike in the case of space-to-space multiplexing as encountered, for instance, in wireless communication. This has profound implications on the achievable control of the channel matrix and the optimization outcome, as will be discussed later. For the sake of generality, we do not assume any a priori knowledge about in the following; moreover, we take to not be underdetermined (i.e., ≥ ). Then, the lowest achievable normalized meansquared-error (NMSE) of a reconstruction via Tikhonov regularization [30] can be shown (see Supplementary Material) to be directly related to the singular value (SV) spectrum of the channel matrix:
where is the th SV of , = ‖ ‖ 2 2 is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and = ‖ ‖ √ . Ideally, the SV spectrum would be as flat as possible with SV magnitudes as high as possible, in order to minimize the corruption of the reconstruction through the effect of noise on the smallest SVs.
To this end, conventional methods based on random channel matrices resort to an overdetermined system ( > ) since the smallest normalized SV scales with = as [31] However, besides being an inflexible and imprecise tool to alter the SV spectrum, using a longer random PCM coding sequence comes at the cost of more measurements. In contrast, with a judiciously chosen PCM coding sequence, the channel matrix properties can be tailored almost at wish.
Without knowledge of the SNR and the exact bounds on realizable SV distributions in a given PCM, an optimal accessible SV spectrum cannot be derived analytically from Equation 2. We hypothesize that at moderate SNR levels, maximizing the flatness of the SV spectrum will yield significant improvements of the reconstruction quality by lifting the smallest SVs above the noise level without significantly deteriorating the strongest SVs. Our focus on moderate SNR levels is justified since at very high SNR levels the smallest SVs are not significantly affected by noise anyway, while at very low SNR levels even the strongest SVs are substantially perturbed by noise. To quantify the flatness, we compute the "effective rank" [32] of the channel matrix:
where ̃= ∑ =1 . This metric, essentially the entropy of the SVs, should not be confused with the matrix rank: only a perfectly flat SV spectrum corresponds to eff = . eff is a non-integer quantity suitable for optimization.
Our experimental setup, depicted in Figure 1b and detailed in the Experimental Section, consists of a metallic cavity which contains scattering objects and two of its walls are covered with reconfigurable reflect-array metasurfaces. = 8 monopole antennas inject signals that are individually modulated in-situ in phase and amplitude into the PCM while a ninth antenna probes the scrambled wave field. Given the lack of a forward model linking the coding sequence to the resulting channel matrix, we opt for an experimental iterative optimization procedure of the coding sequence as detailed in the Experimental Section.
The average downward sloping SV spectrum of a space-to-PC channel matrix based on a random coding sequence is shown in Figure 2a . Although the distribution of the corresponding eigenvalues of in the inset appears to be roughly uniform upon visual inspection, the average effective rank eff = 5.7 ± 0.3 is clearly below the value of 6.5 ± 0.2 expected for a random channel matrix with entries. We attribute this to the persistence of an unstirred field component in the PCM that results in a detachment of the strongest singular value from the rest (see SV distribution in Figure S5 ). Upon increasing = from unity to 2.5, the SV spectrum is shifted upward but retains its downward-sloping character. Increasing improves the effective rank to 6.6 ± 0.2 and raises the "transmittance", defined as
from 0.11 ± 0.01 to 0.28 ± 0.03.
Example dynamics of the iterative tailoring of the coding sequence to maximize the effective rank can be seen in Figure 2b to converge to the optimum of eff = = 8 after roughly 1200 iterations. Very similar results were obtained in multiple repeats. We observe in Figure 2b that decreases slightly as we maximize eff , however not below the minimum value obtained with 100 random coding sequences. Indeed, the final value of = 0.09 is only slightly below the average value for a random coding sequence; only the first two SVs are weaker than their random counterparts, whereas the remaining six are significantly enhanced. The final SV spectrum is flat, and the corresponding complex eigenvalues of are equidistant from the origin of the complex plane.
In order to put the change in into perspective, as well as to demonstrate the generality of our approach, we also tailored a coding sequence to maximizes instead of eff . After 4500 iterations the optimization does not appear to have converged yet but already reached = 0.76.
This huge increase is largely driven by a substantial enhancement of the strongest SV -at the expense of the weaker SVs which are the most vulnerable to measurement noise.
Correspondingly, the anticorrelation between and eff is even more striking here: the effective rank drops to 4.2. In fact, assuming that distinct PCM configurations cannot yield
, it is clear that the optimal coding sequence to maximize would simply repeat times the single coding pattern that corresponds to the largest value of -implying that the global optimum to maximize inherently corresponds to eff = 1. This argument highlights a unique feature of a tailored space-to-PC channel matrix, clearly distinguishing it from a space-to-space channel matrix in a programmable environment [22] . In the context of analog multiplexing, the SV spectrum for the coding sequence tailored to maximize can be expected to yield worse results than a random coding sequence, since its smallest SV is even lower.
We now turn to the improvements in reconstruction quality enabled by tailoring the channel matrix to maximize eff . We inject in-situ different input vectors into the PCM and reconstruct using Tikhonov regularization based on the measurements for a random or tailored coding sequence (see Supplementary Material). Figure 3a ,d presents typical reconstructions for three inputs at the highest achievable experimental SNR of = 56.4 dB.
We then added synthetically more noise to the measurements to study the performance at lower As expected, our tailored channel matrix yields the highest enhancements in reconstruction fidelity at moderate SNR levels: Δ = 24% is achieved around = 26 dB.
In an ideal PCM, a perfectly stirred open chaotic system with considerable loss, one would expect to obtain entries of distributed as independent zero-mean Gaussian random variables (Rayleigh model). [33, 34] For finite , such a random matrix has non-vanishing correlations between its rows. Hence, measurements with a random coding sequence inevitably contain some redundant information that does not help to recover and consequently the effective rank of such a matrix is never full. In fact, we show in the Supplementary Material that 〈 eff 〉 = 0.8
for a random × matrix. In practice, undesired effects like an unstirred field component in our experiment yield even more correlations between different rows of , adding more redundancy and ultimately resulting in an even lower effective rank. In contrast, our tailored coding sequence to maximize eff ensures true orthogonality. Measurements with a tailored coding sequence do not overlap at all such that no redundant information is acquired and we can achieve the same reconstruction quality using fewer measurements. Figure 3i compares the minimum number of measurements needed to ensure a given reconstruction quality at the same SNR level. In our experiment, twenty measurements ( = 2.5 ) using a random coding sequence are needed to match the performance of eight measurements with a tailored coding sequence. Alternatively, we can ask what minimum SNR level is necessary using a random vs tailored coding sequence to guarantee a given reconstruction quality . As evident in Figure 3h , to ensure, for example, ≤ 5% in our experiment, using eight measurements from a tailored rather than random coding sequence reduces the minimum necessary SNR from 45.6 dB to 32.4 dB. The superior characteristics of a tailored coding sequence can thus be leveraged to reduce -without any loss in performance -either the number of measurements or the minimum necessary SNR level.
Our discussion also highlights that a mathematically rigorous definition of the number of "degrees of freedom" must go beyond an integer quantity directly related to the size of , and hence physical parameters ( , ). Instead, it should be based on the SV spectrum of using non-integer metrics like the effective rank or the eigenchannel participation number [35] that account for any intrinsic correlations. Then, the tailored coding sequence can be interpreted as increasing the number of DoF relative to that available with a random coding sequence, in our case from 5.7 ± 0.3 to the highest possible value of eight.
To summarize, we have demonstrated with in-situ experiments in the microwave domain that using a tailored rather than random PCM coding sequence significantly enhances the performance of analog space-to-PC information multiplexing -without any additional hardware cost or speed penalty during operation. Truly independent measurements are enabled with such a tailored coding sequence. Future work should systematically explore the range of realizable SV spectra in a given PCM, as well as other channel matrix properties, using learned [36] forward models of a PCM or models capturing the PCM's statistical behavior based on random matrix theory [37, 38] . Within the more general perspective of engineered wave chaos, the use of reinforcement learning to adapt the tailored PCM coding sequence on-the-fly to a dynamically evolving application (multiplexing or other) holds great promise.
Materials and Methods
Experimental Setup: The PCM is a metallic cavity of triangular shape (base 32 cm × 32 cm, height 29 cm, quality factor ~120) containing two scattering cylinders and two of its walls are covered by reconfigurable reflect-array metasurfaces (Figure 2b ). The latter consist of 152 1bit programmable elements. At the working frequency of 5.46 GHz, each element can be programmed to mimic perfect-electric-conductor or perfect-magnetic-conductor-like boundary conditions, independently for two orthogonal polarizations. [39] The working principle is based on the hybridization of resonances, the switching mechanism relies on PIN diodes. [40] A signal, generated by a vector network analyzer, is split by an eight-way power divider and each way is Optimization Algorithm: To identify a suitable coding sequence for the PCM of length = that optimizes our chosen metric eff , we use an iterative experimental optimization procedure.
First, we evaluate the metric for 100 random coding sequences and select the sequence yielding the highest eff . Then, we iteratively refine that coding sequence: for every iteration, we randomly select elements and check if flipping their configuration is advantageous regarding our metric in which case we update the coding sequence accordingly. We gradually reduce as the iteration index increases: = max (int(0.97 304 2 ), 1). We stop the optimization after it saturates. Figure 1 . a, Principle of information multiplexing with different types of measurement diversity. A complex medium scrambles n pieces of spatially ( , , blue) encoded information.
To recover these inputs, the scrambled wave field is probed with p independent measurements which can be of spatial nature ( , , blue), spectral nature ( , red) or correspond to different configurations of the complex medium (PC , green). b, Programmable coding metacavity (PCM). The PCM is an irregular metallic cavity containing scattering objects and two walls are covered by reconfigurable reflect-array metasurfaces. c, In-situ setup. Eight signals, modulated in-situ by eight IQ modulators, excite the cavity via eight antennas. A ninth antenna probes the resulting cavity wave field for different states of the PCM. 40 .0 dB (right). = 56.4 dB is the highest realizable SNR level in our experiment. The displayed realizations have been chosen such that their reconstruction error is closest to the average reconstruction error. g, Dependence of the average normalized mean squared reconstruction error, , on the SNR . The corresponding curves for a reconstruction based on in-situ measurements (continuous lines) are contrasted with the curves dictated by the theory from Equation 2 (dashed lines). The difference between the two curves for random vs tailored coding sequences is plotted in green. h, Minimum number of measurements necessary to guarantee a given reconstruction quality at the SNR level at which = guarantees this reconstruction quality using the tailored coding sequence. The shaded area indicates the standard deviation when using random coding sequences. i, Lowest necessary SNR level that guarantees a given reconstruction quality for a system with = 1 for the case of using a random or tailored coding sequence. number of incoming channels number of outgoing channels, we assume in the following that ≥ input vector ( × 1) output vector ( × 1) channel matrix ( × ) measurement noise vector ( × 1) ̃ reconstructed input vector ( × 1) reconstruction operator ( × ) reconstruction error: = ‖ −̃‖ standard deviation of Gaussian measurement noise: = ‖ ‖/ √ † denotes the conjugate transpose ‖ … ‖ denotes the 2-norm 〈 … 〉 denotes the average
Link between Matrix and SVD Versions of Tikhonov Regularization
The following derivation of a well-known result is provided for the sake of completeness.
The matrix version of Tikhonov regularization [1, 2] with Tikhonov parameter reads:
= ( † + ) −1 †
We now use the singular value decomposition = † . If = , , and are × matrices. If > , there are at most non-zero singular values such that is a × matrix while and are × matrices.
Using the unitarity property of and , we can simplify † = and write = † , yielding
Using the unitarity property of , we can simplify ( † ) −1 = and −1 = , yielding = ( † + ) −1 † † Using = diag(σ ) and = diag( ), and the property that (diag( )) −1 = diag ( 1 ), = diag ( σ 2 + ) †
Link between Reconstruction Error and Singular Value Distribution
The aim of this section is to link the reconstruction error 〈 〉 = 〈‖ − ‖〉 to the singular value distribution of a given channel matrix . The average here refers to different realizations of and .
Consider a generalized reconstruction method:
The function ( ) takes the following form for a few well-known reconstruction methods:
• Pseudo-Inversion:
is a regularization parameter whose value is to be determined (see below).
= ( + ) = ( diag( ( )) † ) (( diag( ) † ) + ) = diag( ( )) † diag( ) † + diag( ( )) † = diag( ( ) ) † + diag( ( )) † In combination with = † , this yields
We assume that the measurement noise vector and the signal vector are uncorrelated. Thus, the general property ‖ + ‖ 2 = ‖ ‖ 2 + ‖ ‖ 2 + 2 simplifies to ‖ + ‖ 2 = ‖ ‖ 2 + ‖ ‖ 2 because 〈 〉 = 0 if P and Q are independent random complex vectors. We hence find
Incidentally, 〈 2 〉 is the mean-squared-error (MSE) of the reconstruction.
Let us now evaluate each term in turn.
Since the singular value distribution is fixed,
Since * is statistically independent from , ,
Similarly, we evaluate the second term.
Thus, putting everything together,
Optimal Value of Tikhonov Parameter and Lowest Achievable Reconstruction Error
The optimal value of the Tikhonov parameter, , minimizes 〈 2 〉. Let us first insert the expression for ( ) for Tikhonov regularization into the general expression for 〈 2 〉 derived above. In order to find the value of that minimizes 〈 2 〉, we first compute the following derivative:
Then, using |
2 is the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR).
We verified Equation S1 using our experimental data from in-situ transmissions with the channel matrix tailored to maximize the effective rank.
First, we determined the experimental noise level. To this end, for a series of input vectors injected in-situ and the corresponding measurements , we computed = − . Based on multiple realizations of and , we then studied the distribution of the entries of which were observed to follow a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and standard deviation . The highest achievable experimental SNR level was thus evaluated to be = ‖ ‖ 2 2 = 56.4 dB.
Lower SNR levels were emulated by numerically adding white noise of standard deviation ℎ to the measured data, yielding an overall noise standard deviation of = √ 2 + ℎ 2 . Second, using the experimentally obtained channel matrix with optimized effective rank, for different levels of SNR (controlled by numerically adding noise with zero mean and standard deviation ℎ to the measured values of ), we tried for each SNR level a wide range of possible values of to identify heuristically the one that yielded the lowest 〈 2 〉. The identified values (continuous line) are compared with those predicted by the above derivation (dashed line) and show an excellent agreement in Figure S1 . Note that the optimal values of are chosen from a logarithmically spaced list of 2000 points (between 10 −12 and 10). Similarly, the considered values of ℎ are a logarithmically spaced list of 500 points (between 10 −10 and 10 −1 ). This explains why more fluctuations are seen in Figure S1 for larger 2 . The results are averaged over 25 realizations of the synthetically added noise. Figure S1 . Comparison of empirically identified and predicted optimal value of the Tikhonov parameter for different SNR levels. The optimal heuristically identified value is shown as continuous line, the value predicted by Equation S1 is shown as dashed line.
Given the optimal value of the Tikhonov parameter, we can proceed to determine the lowest achievable reconstruction error.
The lowest achievable 〈 2 〉 is hence 
(S2)
In the limit of → 0,
. This quadratic behavior is clearly observed in Figure S2 .
In the limit of → ∞, 〈 2 〉 ‖ ‖ 2 → 1, i.e. the reconstructed signal is 100% wrong on average, as expected.
We use 15 out of the 25 inputs injected in-situ to estimate the optimal value of the Tikhonov parameter and then test the reconstruction quality on the "unseen" inputs. As shown in Figure S2 , we obtain an excellent agreement with theoretical predictions based on Equation
S2
. Figure S2 . Comparison of the lowest achievable normalized mean squared error, , as a function of the standard deviation of the measurement noise. The continuous line represents the reconstruction error on unseen data using, for a given level of noise, the previously determined optimal Tikhonov parameter value (see Figure S1 ). The dashed line corresponds to the theoretical prediction from Equation S2.
4.2

General Channel Matrix
Using
], we find
Hence, a solution to | 〈 2 〉 | = = 0 is = ‖ ‖ 2 2 -irrespective of the singular value distribution.
The lowest achievable 〈 2 〉 is hence
This is the result presented in Equation 2 of the main text. Note that for eff = this simplifies to the result derived in the previous section 4.1.
4.3
Random Channel Matrix
Let us now evaluate the general expression from Equation S3 for the special case of being a random matrix. As discussed in the main text and in section 5.2, this does not directly correspond to the use of a random PCM coding sequence because of the presence of an unstirred field component. Nonetheless, this is an important benchmark.
First, we define the normalized singular values as ′ =
Thus,
. For a random matrix , assuming finite-size effects are negligible, the probability distribution of ′ is the well-known quarter circle law [3] : ( ′ ) = 1 √4 − ′2 .
Thus, In Figure S3 we confirm the validity of Equation S4 with numerically generated random matrices since, as stated previously, the use of a random coding sequence does not yield a channel matrix following Gaussian statistics. 
Visualization of Example Channel Matrices
Experimentally measured channel matrices corresponding to a random coding sequence and a coding sequence tailored to maximize the effective rank are displayed in Figure S4 . Upon visual inspection, both matrices appear to have seemingly random entries. This observation confirms that the tailored coding sequence does not yield a trivial channel matrix that could have been predicted. Figure S4 . Amplitude and phase of two channel matrices, one corresponding to a random coding sequence (top row) and one tailored to maximize the effective rank (bottom row).
5.2
Distribution of Singular Values of Random-Coding-Sequence Channel Matrices
We evaluate the distribution of the normalized singular values ′ =
of 250 experimentally measured channel matrices corresponding to different random coding sequences. First, we display in Figure S5a the singular value distribution obtained for 250 simulated random matrices. In contrast to the quarter circle law which is indicated for reference in red, the obtained distribution has eight distinct ripples. We attribute this to finite-size effects since the considered matrix dimension is 8 × 8. The effect is reminiscent of the "crystallization" of transmission eigenvalues observed in Figure 3a in Ref. [4] . Our use of the quarter circle law in Section 4.3 must thus be seen as an approximation; yet the observed agreement in Figure S3 is very good. We hypothesize that the deviations from the quarter circle law compensate each other. Second, we display in Figure S5b the singular value distribution obtained for 250 experimentally measured channel matrices corresponding to distinct random PCM coding sequences. The most notable difference is the detachment of the strongest singular value from the rest. Upon careful inspection this is also observed in the average singular value distribution in Figure 2a of the main text. These deviations from the behavior of truly random matrices are due to the presence of an unstirred field component in the PCM. Consequently, the effective rank of the experimental random-coding-sequence channel matrices (5.7 ± 0.3) is lower than for a truly random matrix (6.5 ± 0.2), as reported in the main text. Third, to confirm the above interpretation, we subtract the unstirred component from the channel matrix: − 〈 〉, where the average is taken over all 250 realizations. The singular value distribution obtained only for the stirred components of the experimental channel matrices is displayed in Figures S5c and strongly resembles that of a truly random matrix in Figure S5a . The corresponding effective rank (6.4 ± 0.3) is also comparable to that of a random matrix. Hence, the unstirred field component is indeed responsible for the deviations from the behavior of a truly random matrix. Finally, we visualize for reference the presence of the unstirred component in Figure S6 : the clouds of transmissions measured at the working frequency between each TX-RX pair for different random PCM configurations (gray dots) are not centered on the origin. We also indicate in color (see legend) the transmissions measured for the coding sequence tailored to maximize eff . Figure S6 . Visualization of stirred and unstirred component of the field inside the PCM. For each transmission ( , , , ) at the working frequency between the th TX antenna at position , and the RX antenna at position , , we plot in gray the complex values obtained with random PCM coding sequences. The fact that the clouds of gray points are not centered on the origin indicates that there is an unstirred field component. The transmissions measured for the coding sequence tailored to maximize the effective rank are color-coded (see legend).
Effective Rank of Random Matrices
In this section, we evaluate the expected value of the effective rank of an uncorrelated Gaussian random matrix of size × . The starting point is the definition of the effective rank as given in Equation 3 in the main text:
Next, we substitute = ′ , where = √ 1 ∑ Since we observe that the distribution of ∑ ′ =1 is very narrow around a single peak (see Figure  S7a ), we make the following approximation: Since we observe in Figure S7b that the distribution of ln( eff ) is also very narrow around a single peak, we approximate 〈 eff 〉 ≈ 〈ln( eff )〉 . Simplifying 〈 eff 〉 = −ln( The validity of Equation S5 is confirmed in a numerical study presented in Figure S8 below. Surprisingly, Equation S5 also explains the observed behavior for very small -even though the derivation of Equation S5 is based on the quarter circle law which applies only to cases with large . Figure S8 . Dependence of the average effective rank of an uncorrelated Gaussian × random matrix on . For reference, the curves eff = and eff = 0.805 are shown, the latter corresponding to Equation S5.
